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Note
This project, from the original idea of one single individual, is brought to reality by the team members mentioned thereafter. Taken from a simple idea to reality implied that all participants involved put something of
themselves in this project, that up to now could not have been made possible without their commitment and
passion. The time spent working on this project was mostly borrowed up to now from days and evenings that
would otherwise be spent with family and friends, we are committed to making this project the best it can be as
we owe and dedicate it to our loved ones.
Motorcycling is a beautiful parallel to our project, for as much as it is an individual endeavor it is also a great
community builder. It brings people together and creates bonds that transcend borders, genders and many
other boundaries. All motorcyclists and drivers alike are passionate about their ride, and it is what drives our
team members to thrive for the best product and experience out there.

The White Paper
In this white paper, we are going to draw out the general lines of our past present and future
operations on top of important details of our TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering). We will keep
details to an easily
understandable level of technology vulgarization with the aim to allow most readers to understand all aspects of the TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering) and the core of our technologies.
A-malgam Technologies Inc. is a Canadian enterprise based in Quebec City that is behind the MOOVIN (MOVN)
TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering) and the creators of the Cockpit Moto and Cockpit Auto. The company was created
in 2015 by the founder Patrick Collet and co-founder Keven Foster to build a harvesting platform for all types of
transportation infrastructures.
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Abstract
We are always on the move, either be by car or motorcycles. While all our means of transportation are pretty
practical and provide us with the necessity, a lot is still left behind. Most of our vehicles today are loaded with an
army of sensors always looking out to make sure everything is running within specific parameters. These sensors
operate on a system with limited resources and a very rigid environment. The system is built to make the vehicle
fuel efficient and allow for some troubleshooting features. This closed way of generating malfunction in codes is
something that we are all familiar with, mostly personified by the dreaded «check engine» or «malfunction lamp»
light. Even though some data is stored in our cars and sits there unused, it is eventually erased and becomes
irrelevant. It is easy to see how the bulk of information is unfortunately lost and will never bring anything more
to the table.
Now, what if we could use all the data generated by the vehicle and add it to all the information from the sensors
on our phones to allow us to bring some much-needed clarity to the diagnostics. From this, an array of never seen
features in the automotive industry could arise. We could then harvest, with a minimal upgrade, all the data from
our vehicular activities in one massive anonymous database that could look out for you efficiently and proactively
while keeping your privacy. Also, why are all the big companies cashing in the data that you are generating but not
you? And where does all the data that is directly attached to your personal information going?
While most products out there are good to show you all your data, only a few do something meaningful with
it. Unfortunately, this makes it a dead end and pretty much obsolete to most users. It’s time to build an open
database that gives access to a vast array of metrics to everyone. Having an open democratized system would
mean that anyone has access to any information available. In that sense, building a database that isn’t owned
and controlled by any buying or selling party means outputs in a transparent and fair process.
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Our mission
We are creating the very first democratized protocol where automotive data can be anonymously and centrally
stored while using the blockchain for validity and security features. However, to do this, we need hardware to
harvest and get the data to our servers. That is why we have created the Cockpit MOTO, the Cockpit AUTO and
the Cockpit VELO. With our device, we will be able to provide an inexpensive and reliable solution that allows
data to be transferred without any network fees or monthly subscriptions while ensuring security, safety,
and privacy. We are building a secure database infrastructure on the cloud where we can compute massive
amounts of data on the fly. This will present our users with unique features that will run in the background of
their everyday lives. Working with well-established companies in the Big Data analysis, we are making sure that
we have our users covered, and we are allowing them to access their data how and when they want via either
our app or through our web portal.
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The Protocol
The MOOVIN protocol is primarily aimed at the general public and is built to allow harvesting of highly accurate
transportational data from citizens as they move around their greater city area. This protocol aims to provide
smart cities with very pertinent data set and data related solutions and services. This is accomplished by allowing MOOV tokens to be minted by our users through proprietary hardware for the data they generate while
either driving, cycling or using public transits systems. The collected data is sent wirelessly from the hardware
to the users smartphone and on to our big data servers. From there Big Data solutions are then sold to cities,
insurance company, OEMs, ... These data solutions can however only be purchased via the same MOOV tokens
that are minted by the users. all this is accomplished via the protocol’s Data Purchase and Payment Gateway
and the MOOVIN apps.

The
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Protocol

User Benefits
Reward for contribution
From the everyday user’s perspective, the goal is to engage people to use our devices and the smartphone
app¹ to generate data to expand the unified database. Users that generate valid data will be minting MOOV
tokens proportionally to their data contribution, which will then be used for multiple purposes. Through
the MOOVIN platform Data Purchase and Payment Gateway, tokens can be traded with data buyers via our
Cockpit app.. Any one looking to tap into the MOOVIN database to acquire either datasets, data services or
solutions will have to make the purchase through the same gateway where they will be paying for those with
MOOV tokens. On the data buyer side MOOV tokens will have be come from the user that mint these tokens.
An auction style system is then provided to data buyers to get the MOOV tokens required to get there data.
This will benefit both users and buyers alike as it will allow for a synergy to develop where the users gets to
choose who and when he wants to trade his/her tokens and for what he/she wants in return. On the other
side the buyer gets to tap a very large audience with the offers he can create. As the MOOVs are ERC-20
tokens, it will be possible to trade them through participating exchanges as well. By doing this we are also
empowering users with the services they choose to see attached to this ever-evolving protocol. Services like
insurance, registration and in-house services will all eventually become payable via the MOOV token. As the
protocol develops more and more services will see a fit and advantages to connect to this ever-growing marketplace.

Privacy
Data sharing between parties is very fragile relationship and one built on trust. This is why one of the very
key feature to this protocol is the protection of the users privacy. At A-malgam Technologies Inc., we strongly
believe this trust based relationship has to be curated with the utmost care and respect. It is an integral part
of our values and beliefs and one of the pillars our that our protocol is built on. That is why we have built our
protocol with an embedded ZKP (Zero Knowledge Proof/ZK-Snark) in our Blockchain. This provides a clean
break in privacy wher the moment the user data leaves there phone to be pushed to our database it is already
fully anonymized and cannot be traced back to that user. By being a fully anonymous system, not only does
it gives users peace of mind but it also makes our database safe from compromising user data and malicious
breaching.
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Buyer Benefits
For this protocol to function properly and reach its full potential it is imperative that not only the users find
advantages but buyers too. They need to have the proper incentives to get on board and stay on. Having a
great data solution optimized by AI (Artificial Intelligence) and profiled for smart cities is not enough if the price
or accessibility is not to par. For this reason our protocol uses a Data Purchase and Payment Gateway. This automated gateway will allow for any registered party to make a request for a specific dataset, service or solution.
A required fee will then be generated and the buyer will be asked how they want to pay for the requested product. At this point the buyer will pay in MOOV tokens or should the buyer not have the required MOOV token
credit, the system will offer options to get such tokens from the users via different styled offers or to even buy
out tokens via a FIAT exchange process. The MOOVIN protocol is quite simple, however, don’t let this simplicity
fool you into thinking it’s limited.

Data Purchase and Payment Gateway
The Data Purchase and Payment Gateway will go far beyond its name. It is intended to be the the marketplace
and exchange platform for data and currencies alike. Additionally, the gateway will also act as a mitigating
agent. Even if the synergy of our protocol using the MOOV is simple, it will require thorough and constant
market mitigation right from the initial launch. We are putting together a system that observes token allocation
parameters, and token availability to make sure that the market is fair for all users and buyers alike. There is
no doubt that the success of MOOVIN relies on the respect of both users and buyers. It is imperative that both
sides get a good deal out of the transactions this is where the gateway shines.
The gateway will provide mitigation and dampening to the marketplace. This will come in the form of an AI
(artificial intelligence) and algorithms that are already in the works to allow some marginal market mitigation
with a defined amount of available tokens. It will be used to dampen and strengthen the seller-buyer synergy.
Whenever these algorithms are triggered, our website and platform will make it very clear on what is happening
and why as to allow for maximum transparency. This manipulation does not rely on the value of the MOOV
Token (MOOV utility Token) but the quantity available on the market. Doing this will allow for a mitigated token
velocity and will be auditable.
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Business Model
The architecture of our economical model will be oriented toward the users by enabling them to indirectly sell
their data through the platform we are building . Through a payment gateway, the customers will be able to
exchange the tokens minted as reward for the data provided for FIAT, others Crypto or directly to services and
in-app purchases. The use of a payment gateway reduce the friction for services buyers as they are not forced
to buy tokens externally to use the platform, the transaction is done internally in the platform’s protocol. Additionally, it facilitate the adoption of the technology by not creating an supplemental difficulty like buying tokens
through an exchange. Our revenue stream will be coming from the transactions fees collected on the platform
for the exchange of data, the selling of different services and providing datasets. In this fashion, users will profit
by exchanging indirectly their tokens to service buyers through the payment systems directly on the platform.
The TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering) and pre-sales participant will also be able to exchange their tokens directly on the gateway with reduced Tx’s fees, profiting directly from the prices of services and the growth of the
protocol.
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The

Business Model

Implementation and Airdrop
The way we approach our implementation is a reflection of the solutions we want to bring forward. Thus there
would be no point in deploying small numbers of devices over an extended territory and expecting breakthrough results. Hence why we are proceeding with hardware airdrops.

Hardware Airdrops
By allowing a set of four selected partner cities to join the very launch of the MOOVIN Protocol we are starting our
inflow of data right from the get go. Our Airdrop program will allow the selected cities, depending on their tier participation, to deploy 100 000 devices through their greater city area. By doing so we are assuring a large array of
inputs to the database with maximum impact. This has for effect to allow MOOVIN to generate viable solutions in
a short timespan and get a positive feedback on a large scale deployment. The selected cities will be required on
their part to push their existing database to our platform and thus making our harvested data and the outcome
even more relevant.

Scope of Solution
The reality of observational data is its static nature. By looking at one spot all the time you do get to understand
the dynamics of one area. So if you are looking at many areas then the same thinking applies. However wouldn’t it
be ideal if you could look everywhere at once ? And not only in one city center but all of its suburbs and surrounding cities ? The MOOVIN Protocol allows just that. By having no definite boundaries it makes for a ubiquitous
data harvesting platform. In this fashion we not only get the a 3rd person’s view of the intricate traffic patterns
and problematics but a first person’s observation that opens the door to behavioural insight and a better understanding of the human side of things.
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The Blockchain Structure
We will be using the Blockchain in three different ways. First, for the tokenizing of our platform through an ERC
20 token on the Ethereum network, the MOOV, Secondly, for the certification of data through an algorithm
called ‘’Proof of data’’ on a proprietary Sidechain/Private Blockchain with embedded ZKP (Zero Knowledge
Proof). and finally, our protocol will also use the Ethereum network for our digital asset token the MOOVIN an
ERC 1410 Token.

The ERC-20 token will allow us to provide our users with compensation for contribution. This way for every
data input, our users will receive a given amount of MOOV Token depending on the quantity and quality of
the provided data. Once the data is in our cloud, it is then made anonymous and aggregated to all the rest of
the collected data. This database is then offered at large to whoever wants it at a price only payable in MOOV
through our web portal. This allows us to create a token synergy for currency circulation with the added benefit
of transaction validity, by making sure data is associated with a authorized and authenticated source that can
be trusted to mitigate risk of lost data and fraudulent data inputs. The details of our smart contracts will be
available to the public prior to the opening of the TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering).

Private Blockchain or Sidechain
Our platform will rely on a Sidechain or Private Blockchain to allow for on the fly minting of token. With this method we can certify the data generated (validate and authenticate the source) while allowing the gradual minting of new tokens relative to the quality, quantity and method of transfer of the data produced by the user.This
provides us with a very secure but light and un-intrusive authenticating process that also has the benefit of protecting the privacy of the user by anonymization of the provided data. Anonymity is provided by an embedded
ZKP (Zero Knowledge Proof) algorithm that will prevent any personal information entering the database.
However for some specific users that require specific tracking like fleet management additional sidechains will
be created to satisfy their unique demands while still being able to participate in the the MOOVIN protocol. Side
chains of this nature can be created indefinitely and on demand and be removed at a moments notice. These
will cater to a very finite group and be custom made for to meet their specific needs.
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Dual Token Architecture
This chosen Architecture came after a lot of thoughts, observation and analysis of other
tokens and conventional assets. Studying the behaviour and flaws of different models we
were able to build a solid token structure that would thrive over time and bring benefits to
investors and incentives to the platform users.

The Digital Asset Token: MOOVIN (MOVN)
This Digital Asset token (ERC1410) will be fully compliant with Canadian and United States of America SEC
regulation prior to TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering) opening. This token will also be fully tradable on multiple
exchanges. The owners of MOOVIN tokens will generate MOOV tokens by staking the token. The Staking reward
will be time and quantity based. MOOV tokens generated by staking will be allowed to be exchanged for FIAT
through the Data Purchase and Payment Gateway.

The Utility Token : MOOV (moov)
The MOOV token (ERC20) will be a private utility token and only operable through the MOOVIN Protocol. These
tokens will be minted through either The Cockpit hardware or via the staking of the MOOVIN token held in the
MOOVIN App or other approved wallets.

The Sidechain Token
The Sidechain tokens are generated as quantifying minting trigger from our hardware to our ERC 20 Private
Blockchain. This token only serves the purpose of quantifying the data generated, certify the data and provide
Zero Knowledge Proof (ZKP/ZK-Snark) over the network.
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MOOV Token; Velocity, Valuation and Liquidity
Token Velocity
Token velocity is an often overlooked metric that is not always fully understood by the community. However it
should not be overlooked as the principals on which it stand will make or break a token. Token velocity defines
how a token will either change hands a lot in a service scenario or stay with a single user for a long time in an
investment perspective. That being said the MOOV token’s velocity is directly related to the MOOVIN protocol
and its architecture. The Token can either be held for investment, spent through the platform itself in exchange
for various offers.

Valuation
To understand the valuation of the MOOV token it is important to see the correlation of both «token availability»
and «data services and solutions volume». It is easy to see
and understand in this, although simplistic representation,
just how the valuation created from the protocol from
which data related services and solution grow quicker than
the available tokens. This organically generates a slow but
constant increase in value for the token from the protocol
itself.

Liquidity
MOOV Liquidity on the platform is assured by our Data Purchase and Payment Gateway and is built to allow a
frictionless token movement from FIAT to Token to FIAT and from user wallet (embedded in the MOOVIN App)
to buyers and back to the platform. It is also possible for advanced users to take the tokens out of the platform
for trading on external exchanges. All this makes it easy for participating companies to build custom offers for
the users to trade their MOOV tokens and take advantage of these opportunities. Users will be placed in an
auction type scenario where they can accept offers from different parties to exchange their tokens for what
they fancy most.
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Cloud Computing, AI and Big Data
Cloud computing: «the practice of using a network of remote servers hosted on the Internet
to store, manage, and process data, rather than a local server or a personal computer.»
The pillar of our protocol is the database itself, it is important to understand how it works and how MOOVIN’s
inner workings is truly unique. One of the particularities of our architecture is the use of Big Data in a unified
fashion, on the cloud. We could have stored our data on the blockchain. However, this would bring a set of
problems that would make extensive data on the fly analysis impossible or at it’s best lagging, making it irrelevant. The blockchain as we know it is not yet ready for this sort of use case. In our scenarios, having all the data
on a cloud makes options like on the fly audio spectrography and comparative data aggregation possible and
relevant.
Working with Mnubo, Montreal based big data company, we plan to bring features to our users and data buyers
that haven’t seen the light of day. Our architecture will allow us to bring not only comparative data aggregation
in real world application but make it accessible to the general public.

Data aggregation
Data aggregation allows a large quantity of information to use different sources or sensors to bring various
data-driven metrics together. This way, we are able to give feedback to users by looking at a much broader
spectrum of data than previously available. In this fashion, input is not only limited to one’s vehicle sensors but
all vehicles on the road on top the other inputs like weather sensors or traffic data from other sources. An example of this would be having many vehicle traction control or ABS system come on in a specific portion of road
coinciding with a weather system. In this example, many outputs can be achieved from a safety perspective. An
advisory message can be sent to users on this specific route in regards to hazardous road conditions and route
people on a different road. A message can be sent to the authorities regarding the ongoing road conditions so
equipment can be dispatched in order to bring the road section back under control. This way, maintenance efforts could be better achieved and be more efficient during a snowstorm or other road issues. Easy to see here
how possibilities are endless.
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Behavioral : understanding the «why ?»
The common approach to a particular problem or situation is usually done from an objective view. We see
something happening and from what we observe we make assumptions. With these assumptions we then use
a scientific method to prove these and then try to make out the mechanics behind them. Smart cities today
commonly use this approach. They have sensors and cameras that look in the third person on to problems
and situation and use this information to make sense of the world. Our approach is not to make the current
approach obsolete but to bonify and compliment it by answering the «why ?» . By adding a first person view
in the equation we can provide valuable insight as to why the things unfold in a certain fashion. This is know
as behavioral data, where we can see patterns in users behavior when faced with certain situations. With this
added insight to an already well established smart city it is easy to see how this data can become indispensable
and open new doors.
These real-life applications are made possible by analyzing various data inputs on top of regular users data
stream utilizing Mnubo’s expertise. The results of this on the fly analyzed and aggregated data is offered to
anyone via our apps and automated API’s. This vision of Big Data makes it easy to see how data can be sold as a
good or as a service, and in both cases generating MOOV income.

Environmental data and system trend analysis
Moderns vehicles are becoming more and more packed with a wide variety of computers managing various
systems onboard ranging from parking assistance to infotainment interface. However, there’s no standard
for storing freeze frame when a defectivity is recorded, except for emission-related malfunction. There’s is an
obvious need for an architecture providing future technician dealing with the ever-increasing complexity in
vehicles the right tools. By dynamically logging data in vehicles systems, we can provide environmental data
regarding troubles codes when triggered. This provides technician working on, let’s say adaptive cruise control,
hints of what happened at the moment of the malfunction by the interpretation of meaningful data.
The same logic is applicable to trend analysis of mechanical wear and tear of vehicles. By recording in cloud
the output of a lot of inboard sensors, we can build predictive analysis models to find a trend in failure modes
typical, like for example, a correlation between certain types of usages and sorts of malfunction.
Those vehicles dynamic health following systems tends to reduce downtime by giving users preventive alerts
before malfunction happens, not solely based on diagnostic codes.
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Digital Asset Model
The MOOVIN token Distribution
The MOOVIN token is the funding of our protocol and is an ERC1410 Digital Asset token. We are creating a
total of 4 billion tokens that are divisible by 18 decimals. Of the total tokens, 600 million will be kept for team
shares (15%), bounties (2%), and reserve (18%). There is also 200 million tokens for pre-sale and 2.6 billion
for open TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering) sale.

Crowdsale
Upon activation of the MOOVIN smart contract, the bounty shares, team shares, and reserve shares will be released to there respective wallets. At the opening of the pre-sale, the purchased tokens will be transferred to the
buyer’s wallet. If the soft cap is not reached, the buyers will be able to withdraw their eth sent to the crowdsale
contract.
Any unsold MOOVIN will be burned and therefore eliminated from circulation.
This method of sale and distribution was adopted by its simplicity, fairness, and security for all parties.
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Vesting periods
Various vesting periods will be implemented depending on the nature of the tokens emitted during the TAO
(Tokenized Asset Offering). Vesting periods will range from 6 to 24 months. In some cases this measure is to allow
for market stabilization and also allow the platform room to absorb the release of large number of tokens at once.
This will provide a fair playing field for all MOOVIN Token holders.

Smart Contract
Upon creation of the MOOVIN, the bounty shares, team shares, and reserve shares will be released to their respective wallets. At the opening of the pre-sale, the purchased tokens will be transferred to the buyer’s wallet. If the
soft cap is not reached, the buyers will be able to withdraw their eth sent to the crowdsale contract. Any unsold
MOOVIN tokens will be burned and therefore eliminated from circulation. This method of sale and distribution
was adopted by its simplicity, fairness, and security for all parties.

Guidelines
To purchase MOOVIN tokens during the TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering), the buyer will first have to register on
our website and go through our KYC/AML1 protocol . Once registration is complete and the TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering) officially opens, the TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering) target wallet address will be available to allow
the buyer to send ETH (Ethereum) in exchange for MOOVIN tokens.
The crowdsale will allow for early buyers to get in with a discount. We will issue an early bird buying option on
a limited amount of MOOVIN available. For this sale, we will only make the first 5% of public sale coins available
at this discount. This sale gives early buyers a 25% premium. The TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering) will take place
2nd quarter 2019. The contract includes a refund vault and refund option should the soft cap not be reached
that will automatically launch a refund protocol to all buyers.

The MOOVIN token will be offered at a rate of : 1 ETH = 5 522 MOOVIN tokens
Based on 150$ USD ETH value, final value set at TAO opening.

A detailed table of the complete distribution and vesting periods is provided at the end of this document under
MOOVIN Token Distribution Details page 37.
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Funds raised and use
The funds raised in the MOOVIN (MOVN) TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering) will be primarily used to finish the
last steps in the hardware, software and app development and to further the growth of our operations. Initial
conversion of Ethereum to FIAT will be necessary to allow for a constant rolling six month of operation. A significant portion will also be kept for the very first production runs as liquidity will be very important. The remaining
Ethereum will be partly put in cold storage through the use of offline hardware wallets with a Cryptocurrency
Disaster Recovery Plan (CDRP) to meet accredited firms level of security. And the other to be invested in a diverse portfolio to assure growth and generate interest.

15%

Marketing

5%

App development

15%

Database & AI development

3%
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Outsourcing

10%

Hardware development

45%

Production Airdrops

5%

Operational budget

2%

Legal, audit and advisory
services

MAY

2016

Timeline
A-malgam Technologies Inc. has been actively

Creation of the Cockpit
Moto with patent

Genesis of A-malgam
Technologies Inc

JUL

2016

developing the Cockpit hardware for the last three
years. Within these three years, we have patented

SEP

and made two beta PCBs (electronic board) for

2016

A-lux OS launch

our Cockpit Moto and Auto. A lot has been done
already; however, there is much more work to do.
With a strong background and a fantastic team, we
are looking forward to bring our products to life and
start generating the best and most consistent trans-

FEB

Creation of the Cockpit
Auto

2017

portation based database ever.
NOV

2018

Here are the milestones we have achieved and the
next steps in our MOOV endeavor.

Alpha testing of the
Cockpit Moto /Auto

MAR

2019

APR

2019

Beta testing of Cockpit
Auto/Moto

Announcement of the
MOOVIN TAO

Database management,
AI deployment and testing

JUN

2019

SEP

2019

NOV

First Smart City Airdrop
and launch of the
MOOVIN protocol
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2019

Cockpit APP deployment
with Cockpit Auto/Moto
production launch

The Hardware
It would be useless to launch a data trading service if we were unable to harvest and collect data. It would also
be useless to have a service where the data collected is of poor quality and sparsely populated. In order to
allow us to bring big data into the equation and provide our users with great features, we need to be able to
collect a large quantity of quality and pertinent data. To accomplish that, we needed to develop a hardware
platform that would be feature rich and loaded with possibilities. With that in mind, we created the Cockpit.

The device comes in three flavours; The Cockpit Moto, Auto and Velo. The Cockpit Moto is aimed at the motorcycle market but can be customized to fit practically anything and everything. The Cockpit Auto is intended for the
automotive market, being of the OBD2 standard. As for the Cockpit Velo it is designed for the bicycle market.
However, there are some exceptions where one or the other can be used in other markets as we will show you
in the products description.

Cockpit MOTO
The Cockpit Moto is an electronic case that you clamp your
smartphone on to replace a conventional motorcycle cluster.
The rider is then able to interact with the smartphone’s screen
(limited to when the motorcycle in neutral) and use the smartphone’s screen as an instrument cluster the rest of the time. In
the cluster mode (when the rider is driving) the screen will display
the usual features found on a motorcycle cluster plus user-defined functionality such as navigation, data alerts regarding
motorcycle systems health (oil press, volts, etc...).
The Cockpit Moto is hardwired to the motorcycles sensors and electrical power to allow it to turn the motorcycle on and off. It will include CAN networks (Controlled Area Networks) when available. Plus different add-ons
can also be incorporated (future implementations) as in Lidar units, V2V communication units (vehicle to vehicle
communications). The smartphone is also charged when in the case via the motorcycle’s power through wireless charging.
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It is important to note that the Cockpit Moto is the very first unit of its kind and by its architecture is very
versatile. This design allows the unit to be installed on almost any vehicle or machinery on the market. For this
reason, the Cockpit Moto has been patented and is now patent pending (# US 62/603,624).

Cockpit AUTO
The Cockpit Auto similarly to the Cockpit Moto has an array of sensors
however packaged very differently. The Cockpit Auto is designed as an OBD2
dongle that plugs directly into your car OBD2 port. It is intended to be as
compact and unobtrusive as possible and has USB ports to allow additional
future functionalities like V2V communication units (vehicle to vehicle communications) for future upgrades.

Cockpit VELO
The Cockpit Velo is in a league of its own. It is essentially a beacon to the smartphone
Cockpit App, allowing the minting of MOOV tokens in a different way. It operates on its
own Sidechain and has a built in accelerometers, gyroscope, NFC and yes; Blockchain. This
is a «bolt on» hardware that installs on the stem of any bicycle out there. It is USB-C rechargeable and the battery can last for weeks. It is non intrusive to the user and does not
need to be taken off the bicycle once the rider is done riding. Contribution to the platform
is rewarded differently than the other devices hence its own Sidechain.
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Connections
All Cockpits are connected wirelessly to the smartphone via Near Field Communication (NFC)
and Bluetooth / BLE for both authentication (for the key like functions through the phone
Cockpit Moto only) and to feed the smartphone all the information relative to the motorcycle/car/bicycle and ride/drive.
By way of user preset, the smartphone will either broadcast live data feed to A-malgam’s cloud-based web service
servers using LTE or 4g/3G wireless communications or will be buffered to a preset amount. The buffered data
to the smartphone’s internal memory will be broadcasted using wifi when later available. That will also be used
when the smartphone is out of the cellular connection.
Once in the cloud, the data can be accessed via different gateways and interfaces depending on the user’s access
privileges. The user interface will allow him to track their vehicle’s health, last drives and all sensors either raw
or streamlined. He will also be able to change different settings relating to the app running on his smartphone.
The Administrator interface will allow A-malgam full access to manage all data.
The third party interface will be built for Big Data sales. It will be made as an automated platform to access the
different set of metrics and will be tailored to the use and requirements of each party.
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Apps and Web Portal
Our mobile platform will be accessible via the Cockpit App. For mobility features and data
collection our hardware will connect to your smartphone via our App and all account and settings will be done through it.
On its own, the Cockpit App will allow users to share some limited data on their displacement. Although limited
as a contribution, users that have their app running in the background of their phones will still be getting returns
in MOOV for their input to the database. That being said, to get the most out of the experience, Cockpit hardware will make the most sense and bring a maximum of features and returns.
Whether you are using the
Cockpit Moto, the Cockpit
Auto or the Cockpit Velo,
you will get the same level
of accurate data collection
and available features. Our
apps are being developed
in partnership with Mirego.
They are a well established
mobile platform developer with offices and studios in Quebec City, Montreal, Toronto and Palo Alto.

Mirego has been developing the platform conjointly with us since the very beginning and brings an extensive
set of skills that allows us to deliver a highly polished and feature-rich product with the highest quality available.
Having an expert team on board also allows us to concentrate on developing our platform with a small yet
dynamic team.
The Cockpit app is entirely customizable and will display whatever the user requires. Some presets will be
available; however, the user will be able to customize the information presented. Depending on your preference,
the app will display engine information and parameters or navigation and traffic. However, whatever setting
used, the user will always be alerted to important events either generated by our maintenance watchdog or
individual systems.
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App Features
-

Customizable UI					

-

Real Time vehicle health monitoring

-

OEM specific dashboard and data streams		

-

Navigation and traffic maps

-

On the fly diagnostics				

-

NFC and Bluetooth authentification

-

OEM diagnostic codes				

-

On-board sensors

-

Wireless charging of smartphone ( Cockpit Moto only )

Total vehicular adaptation is crucial to us. And with that in mind, the information displayed through the app
will be different if you are using our app on a motorcycle through the Cockpit Moto. The reason behind this is
two-fold. First, the installation of the Cockpit Moto is more intrusive than just plugging in a dongle. It requires a
little more thorough install however by doing so allows for extra features like key functions through the smartphone. Secondly, a motorcycle requires more attention to the road than when you are driving a car comfortably
seated. A riders attention is a very precious and fragile thing, and with that in mind, we have developed navigation and display philosophy to respect that. Important to note that TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering) participant will
get bonus app features prior to regular users and other in-app bonuses.

Web Portal :
Our users will also be able to scale up their experience through our web portal that will provide a unique and
customized experience depending on the user’s profile and needs. This approach will allow users to, according
to their requirement, to have clear data with the visual assets that fit their need on top of the regular account
management options.
We realize that this portal will not cater to all users even-though its there for them to use. Streamlining the data
to meet their needs is still very important. That will allow more users to engage in the role they are playing in
the bigger scheme of things.
Having multiple access to streamlined data will be very beneficial to some particular users. Motorsport fans
that regularly race cars or motorcycles will be able to see their live performance. They will also have the necessary tools to enable them to reach better performance while keeping an active eye out for upcoming problems.
In this same sense, if you’re a daily driver with a regular route to work, a limited set metrics will be more than
plenty. But rest assured, all user profiles share the same preemptive maintenance alerts regardless.
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Team & Partners
One of the most essential information in any TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering) is the people
behind it and their
motivation. From the very beginning of this startup, it was always evident that we would stay
as small a team as possible, and that for many reasons. It is a known fact that startups that try
to do everything in-house tend to fail rapidly and usually release inferior quality products or
software. They also end up with large numbers of employees that quickly build problems in
regards to culture, purpose, mission, and values that one wishes to see thrive in one’s enterprise. Startups with this profile also fail miserably in providing the work environment, and
HR departments get unfortunately left to fend for themselves to bring the ship back on track.
With all this in mind, we set out to build a startup for the long term. We built our team with like-minded, quality
driven individuals that are passionate. For this reason, we picked particular companies to work with us. We
believe that outsourcing parts of our development should not impact quality but enhance it. That is why one of
the most important aspects of choosing a company to work with is the how tightly they can integrate into our
business culture.

Team
Yes, our team is small … And it’s one of the best things we have going for us, so we intend on
keeping it this way!

We are a family. Thinking together, working together and even sometimes arguing with each other. But that’s
the force that builds the love and respect we have for each member of our clan. It is in this fashion we set out
to build a startup for the long term. We built our team with like-minded, quality driven individuals with eclectic
backgrounds who however share the same core values. These people below, are the driving force behind this
massive project.
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Patrick Collet
Founder & CEO

Being the founder and CEO, Patrick is the driving force behind A-malgam Technologies Inc.. His
main focus is to make this project come to life by keeping a well assembled team tightly focused on
reaching their goals. Being an airline pilot for the last 19 years his previous work includes communications and industrial design. Before founding A-malgam Technologies Inc., this motorcycle passionate
also founded Speedbird Motorcycles, a mechanical creative studio. Always on the edge of new technologies, the blockchain era has given him a much broader and elaborate view of where the ongoing
Cockpit project can go.

Keven Foster

Co-founder & Lead Programmer

Keven is the co-founder and lead programmer of the A-malgam Technologies Inc. family. He develops
and oversees the integration on all levels of our inhouse OS called A-lux. He has an amazing 10 years of
experience in development programming for large governmental departments like National Defense
Ministry, RAMQ, and MSSS as well as private companies like EXFO, Desjardins and Industrial Alliance. His broad spectrum of knowledge and his will to surpass himself have allowed him to become
a Solidity expert with a solid blockchain know-how

Nicolas Toulouse
Hardware Designer

Nicolas is our hardware designer, his main work consist of building the electronic board and harmonize the software integration with Keven. His work experience at Gentec made him able to develop
skills that allow him to design electronics with a very high degree of complexity. Nicolas has already
developed the first versions of both Cockpit iterations and is presently overseeing the first beta production and testing.
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François Sévigny
Master Mechanic & R &D Technician
François is a Master Mechanic expert in electronic diagnosis. In the last 10 years, he has worked as
a automotive technician and the past three as a motorcycle mechanic as well. He is in charge of implementation, testing and responsible for data logging and validation. His passion for technology has
always made him go the extra mile, researching in depth about everything he learns. As a cryptocurrency and blockchain advocate, he has a thorough knowledge of trading platforms and the emerging
fintech technologies.

Olivier Asselin

Mechanical Engineer

Fresh from engineering school, Olivier joined the team and has been a blessing in the actual design
and execution of the physical case for the Cockpit. Olivier is a true gear head at heart and brings a
well received down to earth vision of the Cockpit. Olivier’s experience is broad as it encompasses
designing of new generations of high speed planers for the wood industry at DK-Spec including installation and optimization. Olivier is well at ease in Computer Assisted Design (CAD) design in many
environments being Solidworks or Onshape. His resourcefulness pays off as our product will move
to certification and production. Olivier’s broad spectrum of past realizations will be put to benefits.

Vincent Dufour
Media and Community manager
Vincent has worked as a business representative for 6 years, where he honed his skills in customer
relations as well as marketing. His objectives at A-malgam Technologies Inc. focuses on making sure
the hard work done by the team is reflected by transmitting the core values of the company and by
engaging in serious community-involved actions. His experience with cryptocurrencies and its related
technologies makes him a valued asset.
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Binod Nirvan

STO Framework Strategist

Binod has founded several ISVs related to CBS, Insurance, HRM, and ERP. Through his offshore software development firm in Asia, his team has been assisting startups building their MVPs. Also, as an
avid CEO and serial entrepreneur, Binod is well versed in branding and marketing. Binod specializes
in Ethereum smart contract auditing and testing decentralized applications. As an open source advocate and a passionate developer, he has been actively contributing in open source space since 2012. He
has over a decade-long experience in enterprise software solutions and has developed numerous open
source projects like Frapid and MixERP.

Jason Dacosta
Chief Financial Officer
Jason has several years of experience in private equity and venture capital and graduated from McGill
University with a degree in Finance and Accounting. His mandate is going to bring Moovin closer
to being able to operate in complete conformity with Canadian financial regulations and therefore,
greatly contribute to Moovin’s Protocol success.

Jared Polites

PR and Marketing Strategist / CMO

Jared is a blockchain marketer and investor with experience marketing over 50 ICOs to date, raising
over $400M. As a Venture Partner at Blockteam Ventures, Jared is responsible for sourcing and investing in new blockchain startups. As an advisor, Jared has worked with top ICOs including Patron
($40M), TraDove ($50M), etc. Previously, he led marketing/PR for Ardent Capital, a leading VC firm
in Southeast Asia and incubator of aCommerce ($100M raised). Jared’s career started at the FBI, where
he was an Intelligence Analyst working Securities Fraud in New York. He holds a BBA from UT-Austin and a Master’s in Finance from Sciences Po Paris.
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Partners
Overtime, we have built these partnerships with a global long term view in the direction we want to go. These
cooperations are a crucial part of our process. They allow A-malgam Technologies to achieve a highly polished
robust product with small time to market and reliable expertise for distribution. This in turn makes for a reliable
data stream and fast deployment of the protocol. With these partners bringing the highest expertise level, all
the bases are covered allowing us to do what we do best !

Big Data Analytics Artificial Inteligence SaaS -

- App Design iOS/Android
- Web integration
- UI / UX design

PCB Design Prototyping and Testing Certification -

- Financial Services
- Advisory Services
- Venture

Audit and Assurance Tax Expert Advisory Services -

- Export Credit
- Credit Insurance
- Export Counceling
- KYC / AML
- Security and Compliance
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Pierre-Olivier Bernard
Senior Account Manager,
Technologies Group

Business Development Bank of
The Business Development Bank of Canada is a federal Crown corporation wholly owned by the
Government of Canada.

Patrick Beaulieu
Account Manager

Export and Development
Export Development Canada is Canada’s export credit agency and a state-owned enterprise wholly owned by the Government of Canada.

Vincent Paquet
Senior Director

KPMG Québec
KPMG is a global network of professional firms providing Audit, Tax and Advisory services.

Charles Cantin

VP Customer Experience

Mirego
Breakthrough digital products.
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Frédéric Bastien
Co-founder & CEO

Mnubo
Mnubo’s Internet of Things analytics solution enables manufacturers to analyze their data using out-of-the-box and artificial intelligence driven insights.

Gentec
Gentec designs and manufactures solutions and customized products in the state-of-the-art electronics, power and energy
management sectors.

Sum & Substance
Sum&Substance is registered with the Information Commissioner’s. Office in compliance with the Data Protection Act
1998
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Closing
As you can now clearly see, this TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering) is one built on a 3-year-old
project with a very dedicated team. It is not an out of the blue idea that we threw together on
the corner of a coffee table on a weary-eyed Sunday morning. Our team has put their heart
and minds to achieve the very best transportation data protocol out there with the utopian
dream of democratizing big data for all. It is this bright idea that we are setting forth in this
endeavor that we are so passionate about.
By contributing to this TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering), you are making sure that we achieve
this goal. But you are also telling us that you share the belief in a world where many facets
of our lives can be given back to the individual in their interest.
Thank you
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Legal
The MOOVIN (MOVN) Token, Legal and Crowdsale
General information
In order to fund the development of the MOOVIN protocol, a token will be sold to the public, in exchange for
cryptocurrencies. The MOOVIN (MOVN) token is a coin, which will allow the holder to earn MOOV tokens that
are used to access the data services provided on the MOOVN protocol. A user that intend purchase MOOVIN
(MOVN) token must understand and accept the General Terms & Conditions.
The MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens have the legal qualification of a security although it does not give any rights to dividends or interests, it does provide a reward for staking. The sale of MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens is final and non-refundable. MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens are not shares and do not provide any right to participate in the general meeting
of A-malgam Technologies Inc.. MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens may have a performance or a particular value outside
the MOOVIN platform. MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens can therefore not be used or purchased for speculative or investment purposes. MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens may be listed on any regulated stock exchange for investment trading purposes. This white paper relating to the Offer from A-malgam Technologies or MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens
has been filed concerning legal standards such as the Canadian Securities Administration staff notice 46-307, the
Autorité des Marchés Financiers, which is applicable to this token sale. Therefore, laws and acts that ensure that
investors are sold investments that include all the proper disclosures are subject to regulatory scrutiny for the
investors protection are applicable in this case. Every purchaser of the MOOVIN (MOVN) token should receive
appropriate advice to understand whether the purchase of the Token is suitable for her/him or not.
Anyone purchasing MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens expressly acknowledges and represents that she/he has carefully
reviewed this white paper and fully understands the risks, costs, and benefits associated with the purchase of
MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens.

Knowledge required
The purchaser of MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens undertakes that she/he understands and has significant experience
of cryptocurrencies, blockchain systems and services, and that she/he fully understands the risks associated
with the crowdsale as well as the mechanism related to the use of cryptocurrencies (incl. storage).
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A-malgam Technologies shall not be responsible for any loss of MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens or situations making
it impossible to access MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens, which may result from any actions or omissions of the user or
any person undertaking to acquire MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens, as well as in case of hacker attacks.

Risks
Acquiring MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens and storing them involves various risks, in particular, the chance that
A-malgam Technologies may not be able to launch its operations in the aforementioned timeframe, develop its
blockchain applications and provide the services promised. Therefore, and prior to acquiring MOOVIN (MOVN)
tokens, any user should carefully consider the risks, costs, and benefits of acquiring MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens in
the context of the crowdsale and, if necessary, obtain any independent advice in this regard. Any interested
person who is not in the position to accept or to understand the risks associated with the activity (incl. the risks
related to the non-development of the MOOVIN platform) or any other risks as indicated in the Terms & Conditions of the crowdsale should not acquire MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens.

Disclaimer
This white paper shall not and cannot be considered as an invitation to enter into an investment. It does not
constitute or relate in any way nor should it be viewed as an offering of securities in any jurisdiction. This white
paper does not include or contain any information or indication that might be considered as a recommendation
or that might be used as a basis for any investment decision. MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens are digital assets which
can be used on the MOOVIN platform however are not intended to be used as an investment.
The offering of MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens on a trading platform is done to allow the use of the MOOVIN platform and not for speculative purposes. The offering of MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens on a trading platform does not
change the legal qualification of the tokens, which remain a simple means for the use of the MOOVIN platform
and qualify as a digital asset.
A-malgam Technologies Inc. is not to be considered as an advisor in any legal, tax or financial matters. Any
information in the white paper is provided for general information purposes only, and A-malgam Technologies
Inc. does not give any warranty as to the accuracy and completeness of this information.
A-malgam Technologies Inc. is not a financial intermediary according to Canadian law and is required to obtain
authorization for Anti Money Laundering purposes.
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Acquiring MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens shall not grant any right or influence over A-malgam Technologies Inc.’s
organization and governance to the Purchasers.
Regulatory authorities are carefully scrutinizing businesses and operations associated to cryptocurrencies in
the world. In that respect, regulatory measures, investigations or actions may impact A-malgam Technologies
Inc.’s business and even limit or prevent it from developing its operations in the future. Any person undertaking
to acquire MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens must be aware of the A-malgam Technologies Inc.’s business model, the white
paper or Terms & Conditions may change or need to be modified because of new regulatory and compliance
requirements from any applicable laws in any jurisdictions. In such a case, purchasers and anyone undertaking
to acquire MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens acknowledge and understand that neither A-malgam Technologies Inc. nor
any of its affiliates shall be held liable for any direct or indirect loss or damage caused by such changes.
A-malgam Technologies Inc. will do its utmost to launch its operations and develop the MOOVIN platform. Anyone
undertaking to acquire MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens acknowledges and understands that A-malgam Technologies Inc.
does not provide any guarantee that it will manage to achieve it. They acknowledge and understand therefore
that A-malgam Technologies Inc. (incl. its bodies and employees) assumes no liability or responsibility for any
loss or damage that would result from or relate to the incapacity to use MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens, except in case
of intentional misconduct or gross negligence.

Representation and warranties
By participating in the crowdsale, the purchaser agrees to the above, and in particular,
they represent and warrant that they:
·

have read carefully the Terms & Conditions attached to the white paper; agree to their full contents and
accept to be legally bound by them;

·

are authorized and have full power to purchase MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens according to the laws that apply 		
in their jurisdiction of domicile;

·

live in a jurisdiction which allows A-malgam Technologies Inc. to sell MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens through a 		
crowdsale without requiring any local authorization;

·

are familiar with all related regulations in the specific jurisdiction in which they are based and that purchasing
cryptographic tokens in that jurisdiction is not prohibited, restricted or subject to additional conditions of
any kind;
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·

will not use the crowdsale for any illegal activity, including but not limited to money laundering and the
financing of terrorism;

·

have sufficient knowledge about the nature of the cryptographic tokens and have significant experience
with, and functional understanding of, the usage and intricacies of dealing with cryptographic tokens and
currencies and blockchain-based systems and services;

·

purchase MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens because they wish to have access to the MOOVIN platform;
are not purchasing MOOVIN (MOVN) tokens for speculative investment or usage.

Governing law and arbitration
The Client acknowledges and accepts that the MOOVIN TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering) operation is taking place
within a Canadian legal environment that is still under development. The Parties agree to seek an amicable settlement before bringing any legal action. The arbitration shall resolve all disputes arising with the white paper
provided in accordance with the Canadian Department of Justice arbitration rules. The arbitral proceedings
shall be conducted in English.
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MOOVIN Token Distribution Details
This distribution and market caps details are set to a 150$ USD value of ETH. This value will be finalized at opening of the TAO (Tokenized Asset Offering) and thus suceptible to minor changes to reflect the actual market at opening.

Coin Type

ERC1410

Symbol

MOVN

Name

MOOVIN Token

Target

$40,000,000,00

% of Tokens Sold to Public

50 %

Assumed Ether Value

$150.00 USD

Maximum Supply

4,000,000,000

Fixed Token Price

$0.023 USD

Token Price to 1 ETH
Category
Early Buyers

6, 522.00 MOOVIN
%
5%

Tokens

Bonus

200,000,000

Vesting

25% 6 Month, Bonuses Locked

Team

15%

600,000,000

TAO

45%

1,800,000,000

85 % tokens locked for 24 months
6 Months Locked

Reserve Pool

15%

600,000,000

6 Months Locked

Bounty

2%

80,000,000

N/A

External Support

3%

120,000,000

N/A

15%

600,000,000

N/A

100%

4,000,000,000

MOOVIN Investment Fund
Total
Initial Circulation (MOOV)

2,660,000,000 MOOVs

Initial Circulation (MOOV)

74.25 %

MOOVIN Investment Fund

$8.400,000,00 USD

Initial Market Cap

$37,240,000,00 USD

Approximate Amount to Raise

$24,780,000,00 USD

Soft Cap

67, 850 ETH / $10,177,500,00 USD

Hard Cap

271, 400 ETH / 40,710,000,00 USD
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Projected Financials
Income Statement
Moovin
Operational Model (in $CA)
As at January 15, 2015

Year 1

Year 2

Annual Output
Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Revenue
Fixed Data Revene
Data Recognition Revenue
Hardware Sales Revenue
Total Revenue

7,067
22,080
18,240,000
18,269,147

82,724
423,288
18,240,000
18,746,012

304,052
2,236,877
13,680,000
16,220,928

1,117,854
9,816,297
16,416,000
27,350,151

2,445,782
28,055,846
10,944,000
41,445,628

COGS
Data Storage
Data Analysis
Hardware
Total COGS

7,419
14,837
18,240,000
18,262,256

87,444
174,889
18,240,000
18,502,333

323,090
646,179
13,680,000
14,649,269

836,658
1,673,315
16,416,000
18,925,973

1,829,978
3,659,956
10,944,000
16,433,934

6,891
0.0%

243,679
1.3%

1,571,659
9.7%

8,424,178
30.8%

25,011,694
60.3%

540,000
15,000
20,000
100,000
25,000
700,000

1,236,000
30,000
60,000
200,000
35,000
1,561,000

1,989,188
50,000
100,000
300,000
45,000
2,484,188

2,485,954
50,000
120,000
300,000
55,000
3,010,954

2,898,185
50,000
200,000
300,000
65,000
3,513,185

(693,109)
nmf

(1,317,321)
nmf

(912,528)
nmf

5,413,224
19.8%

21,498,508
51.9%

Interest

-

-

-

-

-

Depreciation & Amortization

-

-

-

-

-

(693,109)

(1,317,321)

(912,528)

5,413,224

21,498,508

-

-

-

-

2,438,167

(693,109)
nmf

(1,317,321)
nmf

(912,528)
nmf

5,413,224
0.0%

19,060,341
0.0%

Income Statement

Gross Profit
Gross Margin
SG&A
Salaries
Office Rent
Sales Rep Expenses
Marketing
General & Admin
Total SG&A
EBITDA
EBITDA Margin %

EBT
Taxes
Net Income
Net Income Margin
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Projected Financials
Cashflow Statement & Balance Sheet
Moovin
Operational Model (in $CA)
As at January 15, 2015

Year 1

Year 2

Annual Output
Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

(693,109)
(693,109)

(1,317,321)
(1,317,321)

(912,528)
(912,528)

5,413,224
5,413,224

19,060,341
19,060,341

-

-

-

-

-

New Debt Issuance
Principle Repayment
Share Re-Purchase
Convertible Debt Issuance
Equity Investment
Tokenized Asset Offer ing
Financing Cash Flow

1,000,090
40,000,000
41,000,090

-

-

-

-

Change in Cash

40,306,981

(1,317,321)

(912,528)

5,413,224

19,060,341

40,306,981
40,306,981

38,989,660
38,989,660

38,077,131
38,077,131

43,490,356
43,490,356

62,550,697
62,550,697

-

-

-

-

-

40,306,981

38,989,660

38,077,131

43,490,356

62,550,697

-

-

-

-

-

Long Term Debt
Senior Debt
Convertible Debt
Tokenized Asset Offer ing

40,000,000

40,000,000

40,000,000

40,000,000

40,000,000

Total Liabilities

40,000,000

40,000,000

40,000,000

40,000,000

40,000,000

90
1,000,000
(693,109)

90
1,000,000
(2,010,430)

90
1,000,000
(2,922,959)

90
1,000,000
2,490,266

90
1,000,000
21,550,607

40,306,981

38,989,660

38,077,131

43,490,356

62,550,697

Cash Flow Statement
Net Income
Depreciation & Amort.
Change in Working Cap
Operation Cash Flows
Sale of Assets
Capital Expenditure
Investing Cash Flow

Balance Sheet
Assets
Cash
Accounts Receivables
Inventory
Total Current Assets
Capital Assets
Total Assets
Liabilities & SE
Short Term Debt
Total Current Liabilities

Equity
Shareholder Capital
Equity Investment
Retained Earnings
Liabilities
& SE
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